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The ion flux is measured spatially resolved along the substrate surface in dual-frequency large area
capacitive discharges operated in H2 at 150 Pa. One electrode is driven by 40.68 MHz and/or
81.36 MHz. The dependence of the ion flux profile on the applied voltage waveform is investigated
experimentally and by a two-dimensional model. The results show that lateral inhomogeneities
caused by standing wave effects can be eliminated based on the electrical asymmetry effect, i.e., by
tuning the phase shift between the two applied frequencies. This approach solves one of the major
C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
problems in plasma processing of large substrates. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4907887]

The manufacturing of many high technology products
requires a plasma treatment of large surface areas. For
instance, the plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) of thin films is a crucial step in the production of
polymorphous silicon solar cells or flat panel displays. Other
applications range from computer chip manufacturing to the
creation of biocompatible surfaces. Capacitively coupled radio frequency (CCRF) discharges are typically used for such
processing applications, because they allow for the development of a chemically rich gas phase with controlled plasma
surface reactions.1 Any improvements of process performance and efficiency typically result in enormous societal benefits and are, therefore, of general interest. For optimum
process performance an excellent plasma uniformity at the
substrate and a high process rate are required. The ion bombardment energy at the substrate must be controllable to
avoid damages of the film growing on the substrate and,
hence, optimize the film quality.
One way of increasing the deposition rate is the application of a higher excitation frequency to the powered electrode,
thereby enhancing the plasma density2 and, subsequently, the
deposition rate.3 However, this approach has major implications on the lateral homogeneity of the plasma properties. At
high frequencies, the plasma-shortened1,4 wavelength corresponding to the applied frequency is on the same order as the
electrode dimensions. Consequently, electromagnetic effects
will significantly disturb the plasma uniformity. Depending
on the specific discharge regime, standing wave and/or skin
effects lead to ion flux inhomogeneities. Measurements,1,5,6
simulations,7,8 and models1,4,6,9,10 have shown that the standing wave effect leads to a dome shaped ion flux profile with
its maximum at the center of the electrodes, whereas the skin
or the telegraph effect lead to ionization around the edges of
the electrodes. Although advanced techniques such as the utilization of a lens shaped electrode,11,12 a segmentation of the
powered electrode,13 and the use of material mixtures with
radially graded conductivity14 have been developed, process
and uniformity control in large area CCRF discharges operated at high driving frequencies remains a major challenge for
both research and applications. The development of novel
0003-6951/2015/106(5)/054108/4/$30.00

methods to control the ion flux profile, ideally based on a
detailed understanding of the plasma kinetics, would allow
for a more efficient surface processing, potentially resulting in
multi-billion dollar savings in plasma processing applications.
Recently, a novel way to control the ion energy at the
substrate separately from the ion flux by using the Electrical
Asymmetry Effect (EAE) has been discovered.15–23 This
separate control is realized by applying a voltage waveform,
/ ðtÞ, consisting of two subsequent harmonics instead of
only one frequency to the powered electrode
/ ðtÞ ¼ /1 cosðx1 t þ h1 Þ þ /2 cosðx2 t þ h2 Þ:

(1)

Here, x1 ¼ 2pf1 (f1 ¼ 40.68  106 s1), x2 ¼ 2 x1, /1 ; /2 ,
h1, and h2 are the angular frequencies, voltage amplitudes,
and phase shifts of the two Fourier components, respectively.
The asymmetry of this applied voltage waveform, i.e., the
difference between the absolute values of its global
extremes, /max
and /min

 , depends on the relative phase
hrel ¼ h1 – (h2/2).15 As a consequence, the symmetry of the
entire CCRF discharge, the DC self-bias, g, and, consequently, the ion energy at the electrodes can be controlled
via the EAE.15–19
Such voltage waveform tailoring has been demonstrated
to be useful for the optimization of thin film depositions.24–26
However, all of these investigations have been restricted to
electrostatic cases (using 13.56 MHz and 27.12 MHz). Here,
the EAE is examined in the electromagnetic regime, i.e., in a
large area CCRF discharge operated at high frequencies for
the first time. We study the effect of controlling the phase
between the driving harmonics on the uniformity of the lateral ion flux profile at the substrate and demonstrate that the
EAE can be used to strongly improve the plasma uniformity.
The basic experimental setup has been described in
detail elsewhere.16,17 In brief, a geometrically symmetric
parallel plate discharge is sustained by applying either a
single-frequency (Eq. (1) with /1 ¼ 0 or /2 ¼ 0) or a dualfrequency (Eq. (1)) voltage waveform to the powered electrode, which exhibits a square surface area of 40  40 cm2
and serves as a showerhead. The gap between the electrodes
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FIG. 1. Spatially resolved ion flux onto
the grounded electrode measured in
capacitive hydrogen discharges operated at 150 Pa and different applied
radio frequencies. (a) 200 W at
40.68 MHz; (b) 450 W at 81.36 MHz.
The color scale indicates percentages
of the maximum flux of each profile,
which is displayed at the right upper
corner (in a.u.).

is 14 mm. Accordingly, the pressure regime of stable discharge operation is relatively high and all dynamics in the
plasma volume is strongly collisional. The plasma is laterally
confined by a square grounded frame with an inner edge
length of about 50 cm. In order to measure the spatial profile
of the ion flux to the grounded electrode, an array of 8  8
current sensors is implemented into this electrode. A bias
voltage of 9 V is applied to the circular sensors of 5 mm diameter. The driving frequencies are filtered from the signal,
which is amplified and sequentially read out.
Before discussing the effect of an electrical asymmetry
on the uniformity, the reference case of single frequency discharges shall be examined. Figure 1 shows the experimentally determined ion flux onto the grounded electrode as a
function of position along the electrode surface for different
driving frequencies. The center of the electrodes is also the
center of the coordinate system. At a relatively low frequency of 40.68 MHz, the ion flux reveals a plateau shape.
This is due to the fact that the plasma remains laterally uniform between the two electrodes, whereas the plasma density
and, subsequently, the ion flux drops at the outer regions. It
should be noted that the outmost current sensors are positioned at a lateral distance of about 1 cm outside of the edges
of the powered electrode. In qualitative agreement with the
measurements of Perret et al.,5 the ion flux profile becomes
dome shaped at the highest frequency investigated here
(81.36 MHz). This is a typical consequence of standing wave
effects, as the voltage drop between the electrodes, i.e.,
across the two sheaths (and the plasma bulk), is maximum in
the center and gradually decreases in all lateral directions.4–7,9,11 Furthermore, the maximum and the spatially
averaged ion flux are more than two times larger in the
81.36 MHz discharge compared to the 40.68 MHz case. This
is due to the fact that a higher driving frequency leads to a
more efficient electron heating, a higher current and plasma
density, and higher fluxes.2 Although voltage measurements
have not been possible at these high frequencies, we roughly
estimate the voltage amplitude at both frequencies to be
around 100 V.
Figure 2 shows the ion flux profile of a capacitive discharge using the EAE at high frequencies, i.e., applying
40.68 MHz and 81.36 MHz, for different values of the relative phase shift and, hence, different values of the DC selfbias, g. It can be inferred from the experimentally obtained
DC self-bias and previous results at lower frequencies15–17,20,21 that the relative phase of the driving harmonics

is approximately hrel  0 , 45 , and 90 in Figures 2(a), 2(b),
and 2(c), respectively. Here, we estimate a spatially averaged
phase; as will be shown below, hrel varies laterally. For small
phase angles and negative DC self-bias values, the spatially
resolved ion flux profile resembles an intermediate case
between the profiles measured in single frequency discharges
operated at 40.68 MHz and 81.36 MHz (Figures 1(a) and
1(b)). However, tuning the phase angle to values around 90
and, accordingly, the DC self-bias to maximum positive values, changes the lateral distribution of the ion flux completely. Instead of a dome shaped profile, the ions flow
almost equally to all positions covered by the current sensors. In contrast to all other cases including the operation of
the CCRF discharge using lower frequencies, there is a significant ion flux at the outmost positions. Defining the region
of uniformity as all areas, where the ion flux deviates by not
more than 10% from the peak value, we find that 36 of 64
probes or about 56.3% fall within this criterion at a low driving frequency of 40.68 MHz (Figure 1(a)). At a high driving
frequency, the standing wave effect reduces the region of
uniformity to 15.6% (Figure 1(b)). Using the EAE at
40.68 MHz and 81.36 MHz (Figure 2(c)), however, about
73.4% of the probed surface area stays within the limit of
10% non-uniformity. Further, it is important to note that the
peak and the total ion flux are even higher compared to the
single high-frequency (81.36 MHz) case. Altogether, the
very high and uniform flux facilitated by controlling the
phase between two high applied frequencies would mean a
substantial benefit in terms of high and uniform process rates
in applications.
One important physical mechanism, which might cause
the dependence of the ion flux profile on the relative phase
angle, is that the voltage across the grounded sidewall sheath
and, thereby, the excitation strength of the telegraph
effect6,10 is varied via the EAE by tuning the relative phase,
hrel.15–18 In particular, this sidewall sheath is largest around
hrel  90 so that the power dissipated to electrons in the
outer region is enhanced. In fact, the situation is even more
complicated, as this phase must exhibit a dependence on the
lateral position along the electrode surface. This is a result of
the dependence of the damping and phase shifting of waves
propagating through the plasma on the wave frequency, i.e.,
of the plasma dispersion relation, and has multiple consequences on the plasma properties and dynamics.
The effects of a radial variation of the relative phase can
be illustrated, for instance, in the frame of a simplified two-
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FIG. 3. Illustration of the cylindrical geometry of the two-dimensional
model, showing the coordinate system and the relevant spatial quantities.

(8)–(16) in the original work10 to calculate the electromagnetic
field in the bulk and in the two sheaths, respectively. The complex wavenumbers of the propagation of electromagnetic
waves in the radial and axial directions are obtained by the dispersion relations and the continuity of the fields at the plasma
sheath transitions, i.e., at z ¼ 6lb/2 (Eqs. (6), (7), (17),
and (18) in Ref. 10). Here, we exemplarily examine the case
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
of d ¼ 14 mm, s ¼ 3 mm, lb ¼ 8 mm, R ¼ ð0:4 mÞ2 =p
 0:226 m, xpe ¼ 20 x1 (x1 ¼ 2p 40.68  106 s1, equivalent
to an electron density of 8.2  1015 m3), and  m ¼ 10 x1.27,28
The amplitudes are normalized at the center, i.e.,
/1 ðr ¼ 0Þ ¼ /2 ðr ¼ 0Þ ¼ 1. The interelectrode voltage is
Ð
obtained via Poisson’s equation, /EM
 ðrÞ ¼  Eðr; zÞdz.
Naturally, the resulting voltage will be a dual-frequency waveform, whereas the amplitude and phase of each Fourier component changes along the electrodes.
Based on this simple model, we find that the relative
phase decreases by about 15.5 between the discharge center
(r ¼ 0) and the outer region (r ¼ 0.9 R). The main reason is
the superposition of the odd mode (telegraph effect) decaying along the propagation from the sidewall sheath towards
the discharge center with the dome shaped profile of the
even mode (standing wave effect). This leads to a significant
difference of the voltage waveform at different radii (see
Figure 4). As a consequence thereof, the maximum and minimum of the local voltage drop across the discharge and, thus,
the electrical asymmetry vary along the radial propagation

FIG. 2. Spatially resolved ion flux onto the grounded electrode measured in
electrically asymmetric capacitive hydrogen discharges operated at a combination of 40.68 MHz and 81.36 MHz. (a) minimum negative DC self-bias;
(b) intermediate DC self-bias; (c) maximum positive DC self-bias. The
applied power is kept constant at 200 W (40.68 MHz) and 450 W
(81.36 MHz). The color scale indicates percentages of the maximum flux of
each profile, which is displayed at the right upper corner (in a.u.).

dimensional model, which has been introduced by Sansonnens
et al. in Ref. 10. As shown in Figure 3, a cylindrical CCRF
discharge is treated as a homogeneous plasma slab of thickness lb and radius R, which is separated from the surrounding
surfaces by vacuum sheaths of thickness s. The plasma is
treated as a dispersive medium, so that each Fourier component is considered individually. We use the expressions

FIG. 4. RF interelectrode voltage drop at the center (r ¼ 0, red solid line)
and at the outer region (r ¼ 0.9 R, blue dashed line). The phase shifts are set
EM


to hEM
1 ¼ 90 and h2 ¼ 0 and the amplitudes of both frequency components are normalized at the center. The dotted lines indicate extreme values.
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path. This must not correspond to a change of the DC selfbias, as it is a global quantity for perfectly conducting electrode surface areas. Therefore, the DC self-bias needs to be
kept spatially constant by a lateral dependence of the maximum sheath voltages: Based on the model introduced by
Heil et al.,15 the DC self-bias, g, is linked to the global
and /min
extremes, /max

 , of the applied voltage waveform
and the absolute value of the ratio of the maximum sheath
voltages, i.e., the so called symmetry parameter, e:15,18
 max 
 / ðr Þ
g þ /max
 sg

 ðr Þ
eðrÞ ¼  max  ¼ 
:
(2)
/sp ðrÞ
g þ /min
 ðr Þ
The symmetry parameter e (Eq. (2)) needs to vary laterally
by at least about 30% in this model assuming e ¼ 1 at r ¼ 0.
It is larger at the outer region compared to the discharge center. Accordingly, the maximum powered electrode sheath
voltage, /max
sp , decreases and/or the maximum voltage drop
across the grounded electrode sheath, /max
sg , increases from
the center to the edges. This will enhance the electron heating dynamics and, eventually, the ion flux onto the grounded
electrode in the outer region.
A spatial variation of hrel affects the electron heating dynamics. Since the electron heating in hydrogen discharges is
dominated by the rapid expansion of each of the sheaths and
the field reversals around the times of sheath collapse,20,29–32
the temporal behavior, total heating, and subsequent ionization strongly depend on the specific (local) voltage waveform. In particular, the decrease of the voltage at x1 t  p
observed in Figure 4 reduces the number of total sheath collapses, which alters the electron heating by electric field
reversals.
Certainly, radial variations of the plasma asymmetry or
more complicated effects such as the coupling between the
two harmonics due to the sheaths nonlinearities33 cannot be
captured self-consistently in this model. Therefore, while the
above description provides a general idea of how the ion flux
is kept uniform, further studies (e.g., using self-consistent,
kinetic, and electromagnetic simulations7) are required to
ultimately explain these important experimental findings.
In conclusion, the experimental investigation of the ion
flux in the electromagnetic regime of CCRF discharges
revealed that ion flux inhomogeneities due to standing wave
effects can be eliminated by choosing an electrically asymmetric applied voltage waveform with a specific phase shift
between the applied frequencies. Furthermore, the homogeneity of the ion flux, which is a crucial quantity in large area surface processing applications of capacitive discharges, can be
significantly improved compared to the standard (single-frequency) case. The homogeneity control works without any
modifications of the plasma chamber and can be easily adapted
to any RF plasma process. A hypothetical description of the
underlying physics is presented in terms of a simplified model,
which shows that the experimental findings can be consistently
explained by the telegraph effect.6,10 The general insights into

Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 054108 (2015)

the lateral control of the electron heating dynamics by local
voltage waveform effects can be extended to other gases.
Funding by the German Federal Ministry for the
Environment, Nature conservation, and Nuclear Safety
(0325210B) is gratefully acknowledged.
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